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Advocacy Efforts, Member Relations, Mental
HealthBY BRUCE
andCHAPMAN,
Fallen
Heroes
PRESIDENT

S

ince the Strategic Operational Review conducted in
2013/14 and the appointment of a full-time President in 2015, the Police Association of Ontario has
been laser focused on our advocacy efforts with the provincial government and related stakeholders on behalf
of our 18,000 sworn and civilian police personnel members. The Association – and I, as your President – is committed to providing leadership to advance the interests
of members across the province while establishing a unified voice for all Ontario professional police.
Over the last four years, the PAO has represented and
supported policing in Ontario by developing thought
leadership and influencing positive change to ensure this
province continues to be a safe place to live and work
for everyone.
The PAO continues to challenge the rhetoric created by
external stakeholders such as AMO regarding the unsustainability of police costs through our ongoing research
efforts. The PAO municipal costing project utilized real
municipal tax return data to counter the argument that police costs are unsustainable and adding pressure to local
city/town budgets as described in AMO’s paper “Building
a New Public Safety Model in Ontario”. From 2013-2015,
our research showed police consistently ranked as the
4th highest percentage of Ontario municipal budgets, and
the percentage has remained static. This is an ongoing research project, and we are hoping to add the 2016 and
2017 numbers over the next few months in order to have
a complete sense of the trend over the past 5 years. Additionally, public opinion polling shows clearly that the cost
of policing is not as important a factor when it comes to
public safety, in fact most want a higher visibility of police
in their communities.
I have been committed to working towards increasing the awareness and reducing the stigma surrounding
the mental health of sworn and civilian police personnel
across Ontario. After many years of intense lobbying, in
early 2016, I had the opportunity to present to the Standing Committee on Social Policy regarding Bill 163, Supporting Ontario’s First Responders Act and spoke about
how immensely important it is to ensure all first responders in this province have access to the tools, services and
support they need when mental health issues such as
PTSD arise. The PAO also submitted a significant list of
legislative recommendations to then Minister of Labour
Kevin Flynn with the goal of positioning Ontario as a
leader among Canadian jurisdictions in enacting compassionate reforms for first responders in need of support.
We were pleased when this presumptive legislation was
4

enacted, and further satisfied when it was amended to
include all sworn and additional civilian personnel, fire
and paramedics. We will continue to advocate for coverage for all civilian personnel.
The PAO supports a fair, independent and efficient
interest arbitration system to manage disputes between
police associations and police services boards. Such a
system currently exists, and the Association has been
successful in opposing proposed changes that would allow arbitrators to more easily side with police employers over employees. External stakeholders such as AMO
often claim that economic factors are not taken into consideration during arbitration decisions, however, the Police Services Act does indeed require interest arbitrators
to consider “the employer’s ability to pay in light of its
fiscal situation” and “the economic situation in Ontario
and in the municipality.” The current interest arbitration
system works, and the PAO will continue to advocate for
it to be maintained in the interest of our members.
The PAO was an avid participant in public consultations
for both A Strategy for a Safer Ontario and Justice Tulloch’s oversight review. Between myself, the PAO Board
and PAO staff, we ensured there was an Association representative at every single public consultation session for
both above initiatives, whether the meetings occurred in
downtown Toronto or in Sudbury. We found it was beneficial to have professional policing voices and those with
front-line expertise in the room to help clarify any misconceptions around policing in the province. In the case
of the Justice Tulloch oversight review, our participation
made an impact on his decision to not name innocent officers if they were cleared in SIU investigations.
Despite our participation in the consultation process
and strong efforts to build positive relationships with key
members of government, Bill 175 was passed by the former provincial Liberal government in March 2018. The
NDP supported the Bill, and the PC opposed it. Leading
up to this hasty passage, the PAO made countless efforts
on behalf of our members to influence changes to Bill
175. In early 2017, the tri-party police associations made
submissions and took meetings on topics such as duty
to comply, discipline model, privatization and outsourcing, and accommodation. Unfortunately, when Bill 175
was formally introduced in November 2017, there were
minimal changes from draft versions so the PAO, OPPA
and TPA undertook a complete and comprehensive review of the Bill and submitted our concerns to the provincial government. Though the Ministry of Community
Safety and Correctional Services responded positively to

the issues identified, the Ministry of Attorney General
would not proceed beyond acknowledging the concerns.
In early 2018, we launched KeepOntarioSafe.ca, which
prompted users to email their MPP to share concerns
about police outsourcing and workplace fairness. The
site was launched to coincide with committee hearings
on the Bill, and since the Committee only held sessions
in Toronto, the idea was to give a voice to the ‘silent majority’ who support police services and members. Over
12,500 MPP letters of support were generated through
the website in just under two months, and a list of over
6,000 engaged members of the public was created thanks
to this initiative. By the time of passage, the Bill was far
less of a catastrophe than at introduction. Key favourable changes included that privatization was made more
difficult, protection for disabled members was strengthened, protections for members during service abolition
was preserved, prohibition on self-incrimination was reinserted, and the ability of Tribunal to suspend appointment on interim basis was removed.
After the 2018 Ontario provincial election, our advocacy efforts have pivoted to focus on securing amendments
to Bill 175, ensuring acceptable regulations, and building
and fostering relationships. Associations are not seeking
to have the Bill repealed, but instead are focused on the
opportunity to change the conversation on policing in
Ontario and turn the Act into a police-positive piece of
legislation.
Following the recent provincial election, we undertook
a significant communications strategy to ensure the new
Premier, the Official Opposition leader and every single
MPP knew what the PAO is, who we represent, and what
our members’ priorities are.
As you know, at the urging of the PAO, OPPA and TPA,
the provincial government pushed pause on the incoming Ontario Special Investigations Unit Act that was due
to come into force June 30th. The fact that we were able
to have this request granted, with the new government
only having formally been in power for a few hours,
demonstrates the impact of our post-election communications and the power of our advocacy efforts.
The PAO advocates strongly with the primary intention of protecting and advancing the collective rights and
interests of our membership, and the Association has
recently made a greater push to place greater emphasis on making sure our member associations, and their
members, are aware of these efforts. The various types
of member communications now have a consistent look,
feel and tone, and are distributed on a regular schedule
so that local associations can plan accordingly to communicate all relevant content to their members as well.
We have increased our ability to provide effective support and assistance to local associations. Michael Duffy,
our Policy and Research Counsel, is available to discuss

any legal and policy matters with member association
representatives and provide guidance where appropriate. Sarah Coulter, our Communications Manager, is available to provide member associations with support and
assistance in media relations, member communications
and social media engagement. Additionally, the PAO has
been actively providing member associations with elections support in 2018. A member toolkit was distributed
ahead of last spring’s provincial election, and a new toolkit is being developed that includes resources for local
associations and their front-line members when engaging in the upcoming fall municipal elections. I highly
encourage every single sworn and civilian member in
this province to get engaged in your local election and
be outspoken about the policing issues that affect your
communities.
This has been a hard summer for the policing profession across Canada. No matter where or how it happens,
our community will always be shocked and heartbroken
whenever a fellow police officer passes away. It is important that we remember them as heroes in life, not death.
Fredericton Police Officers Sara Burns and Robert
Costello were responding to a call of shots fired, no
differently than other countless officers do across the
country every single day, when their lives were tragically
taken. They had 2 and 20 years of service respectively,
and both left behind children, spouses and loved ones.
The PAO was honoured to organize a chartered flight
so that members from various police associations had
the opportunity to attend the funeral services in August
and pay their deepest respects to their loved ones and
colleagues while also conveying the sympathies of all
Ontario sworn and civilian personnel.
Tragically, we have also lost too many officers across
Canada to suicide in recent months, including OPP Sgt.
Sylvain Joseph François Routhier and OPP Det. Insp.
Paul Horne. The policing community is understandably
devastated by these losses and though many questions
remain unanswered, it is an unfortunate sign that police
personnel are still expected to keep their emotions hidden and move onto the next call, no matter what they
may be going through. Many first responders, if not all,
suffer in some way after being exposed to traumatic situations, and more needs to be done to ensure everyone
who works to protect Ontario – both sworn and civilian
– has access to resources and support both within their
service and from trained professionals.
I would like to reiterate that if any members are experiencing difficulty, no matter if it seems big or small,
please do not hesitate to reach out to a trusted colleague,
friend, family member or professional resource. We need
to break down the stigma around mental health in policing and stop suffering in silence. Take care of each other,
back the blue. d
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Annual
AMO
Conference:
Association of Municipalities of Ontario Annual Conference
By Stephen Reid, Executive Director

B

y attending the Association of Municipalities of
Ontario (AMO) conference every year, we not
only get valuable facetime with Minister’s of government, MPPs and municipal councillors across the
province, we also gain significant knowledge of what
advocacy positions they will push with the provincial
government. In attendance this past August with President Bruce Chapman and PAO Chair Mark Baxter, we
noticed some conference presenters tepidly pushed their
‘issue’ of unfair interest arbitration processes in Ontario
and a call to prepare for upcoming collective bargaining.

that is uncontrollable. In his presentation, AMO Senior
Advisor Matt Wilson indicated the average increase in
policing costs was 2.4% year-over-year with over 80%
attributed to wages. He indicated policing costs are way
above the average inflation rate of 1.8% and other bargained public sector wages, which are between 1.4 and
1.8%. There is a problem with this comparison as AMO
is adding all police costs including capital expenditures.
If we exclude all the non-wage costs, the average collective agreement of 2% is approximately in line with both
inflation AND other public sector agreements.

Minister of Labour Laurie Scott indicated in the open
Minister’s forum to the delegates (known as the bearpit session) that she heard from many municipalities
throughout two days of meetings about how interest
arbitration for police and firefighters was unfair for municipalities. When asked by the Mayor of Newmarket
about what she was going to do about it (not revealing
York Regional Police have not gone to arbitration in 46
years), the Minister responded she heard their concerns
but that she wanted to hear all sides. The PAO immediately started to put together a comprehensive overview
of interest arbitration and policing for her senior staff
so that any policy development in this area will not be
one-sided.

During the Hicks Morley presentation to municipal
politicians, presenters indicated how the start of negotiations between the province and the OPPA, as well as
the City of Toronto and TPA, could have a significant impact on how negotiations will unfold with other police
associations in 2018 and 2019. It was suggested by those
in attendance that municipal politicians should pressure
their MPPs to help control a pattern of ‘leap-frogging’
going forward.

It was refreshing to hear both Premier Doug Ford and
Minister of Municipal Affairs Stephen Clark emphatically
state in two separate presentations they will be steadfast in their support for policing and will provide police
services with the tools they need to make communities
safe across the province. This was echoed by the public’s view of the key concerns outlined by pollster Nik
Nanos in his presentation of what Ontarians think are
the key priorities for municipalities – infrastructure and
transportation are the top priorities for municipal votes,
not interest arbitration.
It was also interesting to see how AMO was attempting to position the cost of policing as a systemic crisis

6

Throughout the conference, one of the most notable
absences was the topic of privatizing and/or outsourcing police services. It appears municipal politicians are
cautious about openly promoting cuts to police services
ahead of an election. In the past few conferences, AMO
was very upfront with their advocacy efforts to be allowed to reduce policing costs through cutting personnel and outsourcing some police functions to private
organizations.
As we get ready for the upcoming municipal elections,
we will undoubtedly hear more claims by local governments about how policing costs are becoming uncontrollable. However, most municipal politicians will also
admit that various social issues such as the legalization
of cannabis, the opioid epidemic and a lack of additional funding for mental health programs means communities across the province need more police officers
and civilian personnel, not less. d

Medical Cannabis in the Workplace:

Balancing Accommodation and Safety

The following is an extract from a paper presented
at the 2018 PAO Labour Conference by Donald K.
Eady and Charlotte Calon - Paliare Roland Rosenberg Rothstein LLP.
Overview
n 2013, a public furor arose around a New Brunswick RCMP officer’s lawful use of cannabis for medical purposes.2 Corporal Francis had obtained medical authorization to possess and use cannabis to treat
his post-traumatic stress disorder. The RCMP sought
to accommodate Corporal Francis’s use in light of the
fact that its workplace policies prohibited officers using mind-altering drugs, including marijuana and other
prescription drugs, from performing operational duties,
such as those involving firearms or vehicles. The RCMP
also took the position that Corporal Francis should not
smoke his cannabis while wearing his uniform, as this
would send the wrong message to the public. Corporal
Francis was forced to condemned for breaking the law
and setting a “poor example for Canadians”.

I

Since this time, there has been a significant changes in
social and legal understandings and treatments of cannabis use. The legal regimes governing medical cannabis
have been subject to two constitutional challenges, and
as a result, undergone significant reform. The number
of RCMP officers using medical cannabis has more than
doubled since 2014,3 and several high ranking former
police officers, including a former Toronto Police Chief
and a former head of an RCMP drug squad, now run

commercial cannabis companies.4
Furthermore, in the spring of 2017, the federal government introduced Bills C-45 and C-46 to legalize and
regulate recreational cannabis use. Bill C-45 will make it
legal for persons over 18 to possess up to 30 grams of
dried or fresh cannabis, and permit the federal government to authorize possession, production, distribution,
sale, and import and export of cannabis. Bill C-46, on
the other hand, will create three new offences for having
specified levels of a drug in the blood within two hours
of driving.
Issues
Although the lawful use of medical and recreational
cannabis give rise to similar issues regarding the scope
and application of workplace drug and alcohol policies
and testing,5 the use of medical cannabis in the workplace triggers specific issues regarding the tandem legal
obligations on employers to accommodate employees’
treatment of their disabilities while also ensuring a safe
work environment for all of their employees. Generally,
some of these issues are as follows:
1. Disclosure: In what circumstances, if any, are employees required to disclose their use of medical cannabis, and are those circumstances different than in the
case of other prescription drugs? How will an employee’s failure to disclose her use of medical cannabis affect
the scope of the employer’s duty to accommodate?
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2. Balancing accommodation and safety obligations:
What is the extent of an employer’s duty to accommodate an employee’s medical cannabis use? Is that duty
different than in respect of the use of other prescription drugs? Does medical cannabis authorization entitle
an employee to be impaired at work? Under what circumstances is the employer legally obliged to inquire
into whether or not an employee has a disability that
requires accommodation? What type of medical information is appropriate and sufficient to determine whether
an employee can safely and effectively perform her job?
The use of medical cannabis in the workplace has only
recently become the subject of arbitral scrutiny. Predictably, the law in this area is still developing. However, the
available decisions on this issue, which are summarized
below, provide the following insights into the scope and
nature of an employer’s duty to accommodate an employee’s medical cannabis use:
• Where an employee is medically authorized to use
cannabis in relation to a disability, an employer must
take steps to accommodate this use, just as it would
any other prescription drug use, in a manner consistent with human rights legislation and case law, even
in a safety-sensitive workplace.6
• However, where an employee fails to obtain the requisite medical authorization, an employer’s duty to accommodate may not arise.7 In the same circumstances,
a union may not be required to pursue accommodation discussions with the employer.8
• Reasonable accommodation may involve requiring the
employee to submit to regular drug testing and performance monitoring.9
• Reasonable accommodation of an employee in a safety-sensitive position may also involve modified duties
or a reassignment out of that position altogether,10 although imposition of these kinds of conditions may
not be lawful where there is no evidence of actual
impairment.11
• Where an employer has tacitly condoned or failed to
take action in respect of an employee’s use of medical
cannabis, the employer’s duty to accommodate may be
more onerous.12
• However, an employee’s failure or refusal to disclose
her use of medical cannabis (and any related medical information) may justify an employer’s failure to
accommodate the employee,13 although in certain circumstances, an employer may also be legally obliged
to inquire into whether an employee has a disability
that requires accommodation.14
The use of medical cannabis in policing raises obvious safety and public interest concerns. However, there
has yet to be a reported arbitral or judicial decision addressing the scope of the employer’s duty to accommodate medical cannabis use in this sector. Nonetheless,
the available case law suggests that, at a minimum, the
8

scope of that duty will substantially reflect a high level
of public safety and public confidence concerns. d

Cannabis is now the preferred term, as “marijuana” is a slang
term for the dried flowers, leaves, stems,
and seeds of the cannabis plant.
2
See, for example, Jen Gerson, “Veteran RCMP officer stripped
of his uniform for publicly smoking medical marijuana
hands in
his
red
serge” (November
13,
2013), National Post,
online:
http://nationalpost.com/news/canada/veteran-rcmp-officer-stripped-ofhis-uniform-for-publicly-smoking- medical-marijuana-in-hisred-serge
3
Rachel Browne, “More Canadian cops than ever are using
medical marijuana” ( July 13, 2016), Vice Magazine, online
https://news.vice.com/article/more-canadian-cops-than-ever-are-using-medical-marijuana.
4
Samantha Beattie, “Former Toronto Police Chief Julian Fantino heads marijuana company after change of heart” (November 14, 2017), Toronto Star, online: https://www.thestar.
com/ news/gta/2017/11/14/former- toronto-police-chiefnow-heads-marijuana-company.html; Jennifer Crosby, “Former head of RCMP drug squad now leads national
marijuana business” (December 4, 2017), Global
News, online:
https://globalnews.ca/news/3895240/rcmp-drug-squad-national-marijuana-business-derek-ogden/.
5
See Mark Contini and Sydney Kruth, “The Legalization of
Marijuana and the Workplace: Challenges and Strategies”,
paper submitted for this panel.
6
Calgary (City) v. Canadian Union of Public Employees,
2015 CanLII 61756 (Alta GAA); International Brotherhood
of Electrical Workers, Local Union 1620 v. Lower Churchill
Transmission Construction Employer’s Association Inc., 2016
CanLII 33981, varied, 2016 CanLII 84114 (NL SCTD); M obo
another v. V Gymnastics Club, 2016 BCHRT 169; Brown v.
Bechtel Canada and HB Construction Co., 2016 BCHRT 170.
7
French v. Selkin Logging, 2015 BCHRT 101, but see also, Old
v Ridge Country Contracting, 2015 BCHRT
63 (in which the Tribunal ordered a full hearing where an
employer dismissed an employee for not disclosing his unauthorized use of cannabis for medical purposes).
8
United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joinders of America,
Local 1325, 2013 CanLII 34223 (Alta LRB).
9
Calgary (City) v. Canadian Union of Public Employees, 2015
CanLII 61756 (Alta GAA).
10
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local
Union 1620 v. Lower Churchill Transmission Construction
Employer’s Association Inc., 2016 CanLII 33981 (Oakley),
varied, 2016 CanLII 84114 (NL SCTD).
11
Calgary (City) v. Canadian Union of Public Employees, 2015
CanLII 61756 (Alta GAA).
12
International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, Local
Union 1620 v. Lower Churchill Transmission Construction
Employer’s Association Inc., 2016 CanLII 33981, varied, 2016
CanLII 84114 (NL SCTD); Brown v. Bechtel Canada and HB
Construction Co., 2016 BCHRT 170.
13
French v. Selkin Logging, 2015 BCHRT 101.
14
Brown v. Bechtel Canada and HB Construction Co., 2016
BCHRT 170; see also, Wilson v. Transparent
Glazing Systems, 2008 BCHRT 50.
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NEW FACES AT QUEEN’S PARK:
NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE PAO
By Michael Duffy. PAO Legal Counsel
Ontario Premier Doug Ford

W

ith the government changing into one with decidedly different apparent priorities, the PAO
too must change its strategy when it comes to
our efforts to reform the Safer Ontario Act. As you know,
the majority of the Act is scheduled to come into force
on January 1, 2020 with a portion of the Act, related to
the Special Investigations Unit, was scheduled to come
into force this past July 1. As one of its first acts upon
taking office, the Doug Ford-led Ontario government
“pressed pause” on that element of the legislation.
This was a welcome development from the point of
view of the PAO. Not only are the new SIU provisions
overly punitive and prejudicial to police employees, but
the entire Act would have caused significant confusion
among police stakeholders. Neither the previous government nor the SIU had undertaken any education campaigns to prepare police services and the public for the
changes present in the Act. While the PAO continues to
support robust and fair oversight, taking time to ensure
that the SIU provisions are reasonable and understood
was a wise move on the part of the government.

Now that the Fall Session of the Legislature is underway, the PAO is turning its attention to providing the
expertise needed in order for the government to fulfill
its promise to “fix Bill 175”. It has been encouraging to
know that the new Minister of Community Safety and
Correctional Services, Michael Tibollo, is committed to
ensuring that our members are respected in the work
they do, and that they see the value professional police
services provide to the community. Similarly, Attorney
General Caroline Mulroney appears to be willing to take
a hard look at oversight provisions to ensure that they
are balanced and line up with public expectations of
civilian oversight.
So where do we go from here? As you may know, the
PAO and the other police associations in Ontario (OPPA
and TPA) collaborated to present a comprehensive package of solutions to the previous government. Theses submissions detailed many of the issues with Bill 175 and
presented common sense solutions. Those documents
are now being reworked to account for amendments
that were inserted before the Bill was passed and also
takes into account the priorities of the new government.
ISSUE 70| PAO MAGAZINE
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a reasonable timeline.
For example, it is clear that Premier Ford and his party
were elected in part because of the feeling that the province was misallocating its revenues built by taxes and
spending beyond its means. The Safer Ontario Act is a
prime example of a potential disregard for the public
purse when crafting legislation. During the Strategy for
a Safer Ontario consultations and the oversight review
performed by Justice Michael Tulloch, little if any of the
conversation focused on the costs of expanding oversight. If the Bill comes into force as passed, the budgets required for the SIU and OIPRD (to then be called
the Ontario Policing Complaints Agency) would need
significantly more money than they currently have. Expenses would also increase at the municipal level due
to the costs of providing legal representation, calling in
employees to cover for those under SIU or OPCA investigation, and dedicating resources to complying with
investigations.
Another attribute of the new government that is perhaps not shared with the previous government is an
extremely strong level of respect for police personnel.
From the time that the Strategy for a Safer Ontario was
launched, it was positioned as an effort to drag an archaic system into the present and to ensure that the police,
who were thought to be behind the times in many ways,
were “modernized”. This outlook is in contrast with
the reality that police services are already thoroughly
modern operations and Ontario’s are among the best
in the world. The narrative around much of the reforms
that went into Bill 175 was that the public was having
a “crisis in confidence” in the police. The truth was that
Ontario’s police were, and are, a respected and trusted
crucial part of Ontario’s social fabric. The so-called crisis
of confidence was manufactured by a small segment of
the population and was not reflective of the relationship
between the police and communities across the vast majority of Ontario. This means that the starting point with
the new government is quite different from the starting
point with the previous government. Premier Ford and
his cabinet appear to trust the police far more than their
predecessors did. By operating within this context, rather than one where the policy-drafters were suspicious
of police, we will hopefully be able to help guide the
government into making the Safer Ontario Act one that
lives up to its name and is a true police-positive piece
of legislation.
It is vital that the Act be amended quickly as many
provisions are needed as soon as possible and should
not be unnecessarily held up. Such measures as allowing First Nations Police services to operate as fully regulated services should not be sidelined while we wait to
get everything right. Hopefully the PAO and other policing stakeholders can work to ensure that the amendment process to fix the Act is smooth and executed over
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The PAO has a series of priorities when it comes to
Bill 175, most of which would have been communicated
to the former government. Overall, our goal will to be to
secure amendments to Bill 175 that protect police jobs,
protect police employees, and protect the role of the
police in the community. All the while, advocacy efforts
will be renewed into the many other government files
that impact our membership on a regular basis such as
mental health supports and funding, criminal and regulatory offence changes, and fighting for secure labour
rights.
Government relations are an ongoing effort with new
avenues for advocacy opening up on a frequent basis.
The next number of months will be crucial for fostering
a strong relationship between the PAO and the Government of Ontario; a strong relationship is the only way to
ensure that Ontario’s policing professionals are not only
heard, but that their expertise is accepted in good faith
and turned into policy and legislation that works for us
and for Ontario. d

Ontario Minister of Community Safety
and Correctional Services
Michael Tibollo

Ontario Attorney General
Caroline Mulroney

Your Vote Matters:

2018 Ontario Municipal Elections – October 22, 2018

Sarah Coulter, Communications Manager

A

s police personnel, your jobs often require you to
be highly engaged with your communities in order to effectively serve and protect, so you likely
understand better than most how important it is to exercise your civic duty and vote in elections for all levels of
government to influence change.
It can be argued that municipal elections are the most
important vote you will make. There is no level of government that is more directly responsible for serving
your community than your local elected officials. Local
government can affect almost every aspect of your daily life. However, in the last municipal election in 2014,
voter turnout across Ontario averaged only 43% – significantly lower than the turnout for the most recent provincial (2018: 58%) and federal (2015: 68%) elections.
By voting in local elections and holding your officials
accountable, you can help create the change you want
to see in your community. If nothing is moving forward
at the federal or provincial levels (or your MP and MPP
aren’t making progress in the areas that you care about),
it is the responsibility of municipal governments to take
action.
If you are concerned about your community’s safety,
better transit, fair taxes, quality schools, affordable childcare, clean green spaces, efficient garbage/recycling collection, rec centres and road maintenance, it is important to educate yourself on the positions of your local
candidates. You can find out more about them by visiting their campaign websites, keeping up-to-date with
your local election news coverage, or even reaching out
to them personally. Electing the wrong people to local
office has the potential to trigger long-term damage in
all the above-mentioned areas of the public sector. It can
affect what your community looks like in 10-20 years,
and also what services it will offer residents. That’s why
it’s so important for voters to be informed and to take
the time to cast a ballot on October 22, 2018.
Specific to the profession, there are many looming
local issues that will inevitably end up affecting community policing. No matter if you are a sworn or civil-

ian member, we strongly suggest you educate yourself
on the growing opioid crisis and forthcoming cannabis
legislation as these issues both have the potential to
quickly translate into increased costs and resources for
local police. Additionally, strive to ask your local candidates about how, if elected, they plan to support police
services in your region in order to ensure these issues
are effectively managed and community safety is a top
priority.
The PAO is here to help you get engaged in your local election. In addition to being the unifying provincial
voice for professional police and a strong advocate for
the interests of over 18,000 sworn and civilian personnel across the province, the PAO also actively strives
to provide leadership, resources and support to our 50
member associations. Part of that support includes the
development of content and materials that member associations can use themselves and distribute down to
their front-line officers and civilians on various topics.
In anticipation of the Fall 2018 Municipal Elections
occurring throughout Ontario, the PAO has developed a
toolkit of resources for member associations and frontline personnel alike that aim to support your local engagement activities leading up to election day. The toolkit, which is available from your local police association
executive and is posted on PAO.ca, contains:
• Key messaging on priorities for policing in Ontario
• Questions to pose to local candidates during debates
or via written letters, and
• Sample social media content
We encourage you to make your voice heard, and turn
opinion into action. Attend local debates. If a candidate
comes to your door, ask them questions about how they
plan to support local policing to keep your community
safe. Integrate the key messaging the PAO has developed into your social media posts and tag your local
candidates to start online conversations about the issues
that matter most to you. And – on Monday, October 22
– make sure you are a part of the electorate by casting
your vote. d
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The Purpose of Health and Safety Incident Investigations
By Tanya Morose, Public Services Health & Safety Association

I

ncidents are undesired events that result in harm to
people, damage to property or loss to process. The
purpose of this article is the help civilians and sworn
members understand the fundamentals and processes of
a health and safety incident investigation, and the legal
requirements under the Occupational Health and Safety
Act (OHSA).
A health and safety incident investigation is conducted
for many reasons:
1.
To identify the immediate and underlying
root causes. An OHSA accident investigation is a fact
finding exercise. Those who investigate the incident go
through the loss causation model to identify the immediate causes (substandard acts, procedures, and/or conditions), underlying causes, and failures of management
control that contributed to the loss (injury or illness to
people or property damage/loss).

Loss Causation Model
2.
To identify and document those areas that
require attention. After an incident has occurred, it is
a signal to the organization that there are gaps in the
prevention program. It’s an opportunity to take a closer
look at an area of concern where the incident occurred.
Depending on the nature of the incident, the investigation may focus on an activity, a job task, a unit, equipment and/or a location. A thorough and methodical investigation will reveal opportunities for improvement in
equipment, process, environment, materials used, programs, program standards and/or compliance with existing documented process/programs.
3.
To analyze the data and define ways to prevent similar injuries or incidents. Regardless of the
severity of the incident, the ultimate the goal of the investigation is to gain an understanding of factors that
contributed to the incident and develop and implement
measures to mitigate risks, so that the incident doesn’t
occur again.
12

4.
To direct attention to safety within the workplace, by providing information to other workers. An
incident investigation provides an opportunity to raise
the profile of health and safety within the workplace
and to share lessons learned from the investigation with
other workers who could be affected.
5.
To ensure legal compliancee with the OHSA
and regulations. The employer and supervisor have a
legal obligation to take reasonable precaution for the
protection of workers. The employer also has an obligation to notify the required parties and investigate following an incident. The OHSA requires that a worker
member(s) of the joint health and safety committee
( JHSC) investigate critical injuries and fatalities. The table below provides an overview of the legislation that
speaks to incident investigations.
REQUIREMENT

WHAT IT COVERS

OHSA s 9(31)

JHSC Duty to Investigate
Critical Injuries and Fatalities and report

OHSA s 43(4)

Investigating the report
of a refusal to work

OHSA s 43(7)

Investigation of work
refusal with Inspector

OHSA s 44

Definition of Dangerous
Circumstance

OHSA s 45 (1-4)

Investigation of a Complaint of a Dangerous
Circumstance

OHSA s 51, 52, 53

Notices required for
death or critical injury.
Notice required for disabling injury or medical
attention due to accident,
fire, explosion, or violence. Notice of occupational illness.

OHSA s 51(2)

Preservation of wreckage. Secure scene until
released by Ministry of
Labour*

Regulation 834/90

Definition of a Critical
Injury

*Ministry of Labour regional offices and local police services
can sign a Memorandum of Understanding regarding concurrent investigations.

6.
To make recommendations that will reduce
similar future injuries. Incidents are investigated with
the intention of preventing recurrences. By focusing on
the loss causation model and working towards solutions
to address management control and root cause, it prevents the incident from happening again.
7.
To assist in improving policies, procedures
and training programs. When a methodical and thorough incident investigation is completed, several contributing factors will be identified (management control,
root cause, immediate cause). When the investigator(s)
brainstorms corrective actions for each of the contributing factors that were identified, the applicable health
and safety components can be improved.

up to $1,500,000 per offence. The limitations on prosecutions (OHSA s69) now includes the provision for one year
from the date a Ministry of Labour Inspector becomes
aware of an alleged offense. It will be interesting to see
how this develops over time. If a firm neglects to report
an incident to the Ministry of Labour, as required by sections 51, 52 and 53 of the OHSA, it is possible that an
inspector may be made aware of the contravention during
a site visit, through media reports and/or with the WSIB
Compass tool. More information can be found here.
Workplace Safety and Insurance Board (WSIB) Reporting Penalties: Employers who take more than 30
days to report an accident to the WSIB will now be fined
an additional $1,000 in addition to the existing administrative penalties for incomplete reporting, failing to use
an appropriate reporting form and failing to give the
worker a copy of completed Form 7. Employers who
are determined by the WSIB to have engaged in claims
suppression may be charged an administrative penalty
of $5,000 to $10,000.
More information can be found under the Offences
and Penalties, and Employer Accident Reporting (Claims
Suppression) section on www.wsib.on.ca.
Ministry of Labour Inspection Schedule: The
2018/19 inspection blitz and inspection schedule is
available at https://www.ontario.ca/page/workplaceinspection-blitzes-and-initiatives

Tanya Morose speaking at the PAO
Annual General Meeting in Waterloo.

About PSHSA

Legislative Changes and Resources
Effective JHSC Assessment Tool: A JHSC effectiveness tool was developed to assist JHSC members to evaluate and improve their effectiveness. The tool is relevant
to both single-workplace JHSCs and multi-workplace
JHSCs and is intended to:

Public Services Health & Safety Association (PSHSA)
works with Ontario’s public and broader public sector
workers and employers, providing occupational health
and safety training, resources and consulting to reduce
workplace risks and prevent workplace injuries and illnesses.

- Highlight JHSC strengths as well as identify areas for
improvement;
- Promote discussion and reflection on the features of a
gold-standard JHSC; and
- Foster the development and effectiveness of JHSCs.

About the Author
Tanya Morose, MSc, CCPE, CRSP, is the Health and
Safety Consultant, Police Services at PSHSA, and an auxiliary constable with the Waterloo Regional Police Service. She is an ergonomist and health and safety consultant with over 18 years’ experience in various work
settings, and has been with PSHSA since 2010. She
looks forward to working with PAO members to support
health and safety programs and injury and illness prevention efforts. You can reach Tanya at tmorose@pshsa.
ca or 905-872-0840. d

The tool is designed to support the committee in selfdirected assessment and goal setting. It is not a compliance audit. Access the free JHSC effectiveness tool at
creod.on.ca/jhsc/english/story.html
Penalties for OHSA Contraventions: An individual
can now be fined $100, 000 and/or 12 months in jail for
offenses under the OHSA. A corporation faces fines of
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Linda Duxbury, Business Professor at the Sprott School of Business, during her presentation Changing the
Policing Conversation from Cost to Value. Professor Duxbury emphasized the long-term benefits of programs
such as School Resource Officers and their impact on steering students away from troubling lifestyles.

2018 Canadian Police Association
Biennial Meeting, August 28-30
Vancouver, British Columbia

A

large Ontario contingent including representatives of the Police Association of Ontario, Toronto Police Association and the Ontario Provincial
Police Association joined their counterparts from across
Canada in Vancouver for three days of discussion, debate and information exchange.
Agenda topics included Member vs. Member Conflicts
in the Workplace, 2019 Federal Election update, Changing the Policing Conversation from Cost to Value, Police
Oversight, Police Victimization, Mental Health Support,
Civilianization/Privatization and Autism.
14

Presenters and speakers included association leaders
from across Canada, the United Kingdom and Australia as well as experts and educators thoroughly familiar
with the police workplace and its impact on our professional and personal lives.
We Are Not Alone
As various speakers addressed the audience, it quickly
became apparent that the challenges and changes being faced by police association members in Ontario are
not unique or even a one-off. Cuts to the front line,
increasing layers of oversight, organizational changes,

community expectations, external political agendas and
the ubiquitous bottom line for all things police continue
to have a negative impact on our profession, the level of
service we can provide and the quality of life for police
officers, their families and, ultimately, community safety
for all Ontarians.
Federal Election 2019
Canadians will be heading to the polls in 2019 for a
federal election. As in any election year, the CPA has a
deep interest in what will happen in the months and
weeks leading up to election day, especially two Bills
currently working their way through Parliament. The
CPA Board of Directors has discussed the content of
both Bills and supports the content as outlined below.
Both Bills will also form part of the CPA’s lobbying efforts as association executives gather in Ottawa next
spring for the 2019 CPA Legislative Conference.
Bill C -71
• Enhance background checks on those seeking to acquire firearms - by eliminating the existing provision
that focuses those checks primarily on just the five
years immediately preceding a licence application.
• Enhance the utility of those background checks and

the effectiveness of the existing licensing system - by
requiring that whenever a non-restricted firearm is
transferred, the buyer must produce his/her firearms
licence, and the vendor must verify that it is valid.
• Standardize existing best practices among commercial
retailers to maintain adequate records of their inventories and sales. These records would be accessible to
police officers on reasonable grounds and with judicial authorization, as appropriate.
• Ensure the impartial, professional, accurate and consistent classification of firearms as either “non-restricted”, “restricted” or “prohibited” - by restoring a system
in which Parliament defines the classes but entrusts
experts in the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP)
to classify firearms, without political influence.
• Bolster community safety in relation to restricted
and prohibited firearms (mostly handguns and assault weapons) - by requiring specific transportation
authorizations to be obtained whenever restricted or
prohibited guns are moved through the community,
except between a residence and an approved shooting
range. The rules for transporting non-restricted firearms (such as legally owned rifles and shotguns) will
not change.

Curt Taylor Griffiths, Professor and Coordinator, Police Studies Program School of Criminology at Simon Fraser University compared the scant layers of oversight for all components of the criminal justice system with the exception of policing. Across Canada, the layers of policing oversight often outnumber the oversight agencies for all the other criminal justice sectors combined.
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Bill C – 75
The reforms will make the criminal law and the criminal justice system clearer and more efficient by:
• limiting the use of preliminary inquiries to more serious offences to ensure criminal cases can proceed
more efficiently to trial
• strengthening our response to intimate partner violence
• streamlining bail processes to ensure swifter access to
justice
• providing judges with more robust tools they need to
manage the cases before them
• improving the jury selection process to ensure that juries are more representative of the Canadian population

• more discretion on administration of justice offences
• reclassifying offences to allow courts to deal more efficiently with less serious matters, freeing up limited
resources for more serious offences
A National Commitment
The PAO supports the CPA’s efforts to enhance police
and public safety across Canada. We also share the CPA’s
commitment to ensuring that the strength of our front
line will not be sacrificed for political expediency. d

Steven White, Past Chairman of the Police Federation of England and Wales, addressed the ongoing increase in police
recorded crime, including cyber-crime and fraud. These increasing demands on police in the UK come at a time when police
officer numbers continue to fall as a result of funding cuts.
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CPA Biennial Meeting, Presenters and Participants

Grant Wilcox, Regional Representative, Queensland Police
Union (QPU), outlined the similar challenges being faced by
members in his home state and front line police personnel in
Canada.

CPA President Tom Stamatakis during a remote CBC Television
interview focusing on the announcement that the federal
government had approved a device for testing drivers’ saliva
for cannabis.

Ottawa Police Association delegates Dale Hayes, left, and
Dan Brennan discuss the business agenda.

Jack McGee, Board Member and Treasurer of the Pacific Autism Family Centre Society, was part of a panel presentation
focusing on the interaction between front line law enforcement personnel and community members with autism.
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Medical marijuana: A smoking hot topic for
health
and Cannabis
benefit plansin the Workplace:
Medical
Medical marijuana: A smoking hot topic for `health and benefit plans
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ill C-45 (Cannabis Act) created quite a stir in Medical marijuana and benefit plans
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of
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it was still generally considered a crime to possess cannabis in Canada at this time.
Since then, several important court cases—along with
changes in societal opinion—have contributed to changes in Canadian legislation. Today, medical marijuana can
be obtained through a health practitioner’s prescription
and bought from a licensed producer. However, this
begs the question: can employees claim medical cannabis under their group health and benefit plan?
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While medical marijuana is generally not eligible
under a group extended healthcare benefit, it can be
accepted as a healthcare spending account (HSA) expense. Since the regulations for HSA expenses rely on
the guidelines of the Canada Revenue Agency—and
specifically expenses that are eligible under the Medical
Expense Tax Credit—medical marijuana is generally an
eligible expense through an HSA.

Special cases in Canada
Recently, there have been some plans that have
covered medical marijuana for a variety of reasons.
Notable employer decisions and exceptions include the
following:
• A student at the University of Waterloo was successful in having the health insurance provider cover his
medical marijuana in 2014. This was approved based
on the student’s medical evidence, the financial impact
on the plan and how the coverage affects the student’s
personal and academic well-being.
• In 2017, the Nova Scotia Human Rights Commission
determined that prescribed medical marijuana for a
Nova Scotia man must be covered by the Canadian
Elevator Industry Welfare Trust Plan (a multi-employer
plan).
• Loblaws and Shoppers Drug Mart recently announced
the addition of medical marijuana to their benefit plan
with a $1,500 annual maximum. Claims will only be
considered for prescriptions to treat symptoms of multiple sclerosis and side effects of chemotherapy.

While medical marijuana is generally
not eligible under a group extended
healthcare benefit, it can be accepted
as a healthcare spending account (HSA)
expense. Since the regulations for HSA
expenses rely on the guidelines of the
Canada Revenue Agency—and specifically expenses that are eligible under
the Medical Expense Tax Credit—medical
marijuana is generally an eligible expense through an HSA.
• Ontario Public Service Employees Union (OPSEU) announced the addition of medical marijuana to their
benefits plan on June 15, 2017, with a $3,000 annual
maximum. There are no medical condition limitations.
• In an effort to reduce opioid use and addiction, an Ontario construction union, LiUNA! Local 625, extended
coverage for medical cannabis to its retired, disabled
workers and dependents.
Update
Two insurers offer voluntary option to reimburse
medical marijuana for plan sponsors
As noted in the October 2017 article, there are currently few examples of private plans in Canada providing
medical marijuana coverage. While medical marijuana is
legal, it is not an approved therapeutic drug in Canada
and does not have a DIN assigned by Health Canada,
which is the criteria most plans use to determine which

drugs are eligible for reimbursement.
Early in 2018, Green Shield Canada and Sun Life announced they will offer coverage for medical cannabis as
a non-prescription drug extended health care expense.
For a plan sponsor, coverage implementation is optional
and is subject to an annual maximum per individual.
Prior authorization will be required, licensed producers
must be used, and coverage is limited to certain conditions (for example, Sun Life permits reimbursement in
cases of cancer, multiple sclerosis, rheumatoid arthritis,
HIV/AIDS, and patients requiring palliative care).
Similar coverage may be available from other insurers subject to negotiation (particularly for self-funded
administrative services only contracts) but these are the
first broad offerings in the Canadian marketplace. The
prospect of added claims costs is likely to be key for
many plan sponsors in considering changing their plan.
While the annual maximums available from these two
insurers are well below the estimated $10,000 annual
cost of medical marijuana for a regular user, it still represents a significant added cost on top of existing extended health care costs, which have been rising steadily
for years.
Conclusion
With the legalization of recreational marijuana looming, an increasing number of individuals view medical
cannabis as an acceptable form of treatment, which can
drive a benefit plan’s usage up. Undoubtedly, the pressure is likely to increase on plan sponsors to provide
coverage and the potential cost impact for marijuana
could be significant. Insurance companies are still hesitant to provide specifics on the projected cost impact,
citing a lack of credible data. Nonetheless, the estimated
cost of a regular marijuana user is projected to be around
$10,000 per year. Beyond group benefits, medical marijuana in the workplace raises a number of concerns for
employers and relevant policies should be proactively
reviewed or created. d
Reprinted with the permission of Morneau Shepell,
the only human resources consulting and technology
company that takes an integrated approach to employee
well-being, health, benefits and retirement needs. This
content is meant for informational purposes and may
not represent the views of individual organizations. For
more information, visit morneaushepell.com.
The PAO recognizes that local associations negotiate
their employee health care plans during the bargaining
process. In order to provide some guidance, a number of
presentations were made during the September Council
of Presidents Meeting about the medicinal options currently in the market and how they will gain more prominence over the coming months.
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Upcoming Events Calendar
NOVEMBER 13-15, 2018
Fall Membership Meeting and Lobby Day
Marriott Bloor Yorkville
90 Bloor St. East, Toronto

APRIL 2019
Executive Member Workshop
Springhill Suites, Vaughan
612 Applewood Crescent, Vaughan

JANUARY 14-15, 2019
Winter Membership Meeting
Four Points by Sheraton, Niagara Falls
6455 Fallsview Blvd, Niagara Falls

MAY 13-17, 2019
PAO Annual General Meeting
Brookstreet Hotel
525 Legget Drive, Ottawa

FEBRUARY 2019
Bargaining Workshop
Springhill Suites, Vaughan
612 Applewood Crescent, Vaughan

JUNE 2019
Grievance Part I Workshop
Springhill Suites, Vaughan
612 Applewood Crescent, Vaughan

FEBRUARY 25-26, 2019
28th Annual Police Employment Conference
Sheraton Parkway Toronto North Hotel & Suites
600 Highway 7 East, Richmond Hill
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Thank you for supporting the PAO
4M TRADING COMPANY
(905) 566 - 1352

DEMETRIUS PANTAZIS
(416) 469 - 5355

MASTER MECHANIC
(705) 435 - 3858

ABBEY GARDENS
(705) 754 - 4769

EASTERN OVERHEAD DOORS
(905) 433 - 0573

MICHELLE FERRERI
(705) 930 - 0582

ATIKOKAN HOME HARDWARE
(807) 597 - 2117

HEIMPEL AUTOMOTIVE LTD
(519) 743 - 1426

MOHAWK CAR WASH
(905) 385 - 4286

BOWES & COCKS LIMITED
(705) 742 - 4234

KIMMEL SALES
(905) 669 - 2083

MY MORTGAGE PLANNER
(416) 236 - 9300

CARE GUIDE
(416) 287 - 2273

KLAUKE CARPENTRY INC
(905) 716 - 1461

PETTY LAW OFFICE
(613) 542 - 5999

CL CARPENTRY
(613) 900 - 4477

KROEGER INC
(416) 752 - 4382

PRIME CORE REALTY
(416) 925 - 1999

DEADLEAF DISTINGUISHED
GENTLEMAN
(613) 561 - 7061

KUPI EXCAVATING LTD
(519) 582 - 0973

QUICKIE CONVENIENCE
(613) 345 - 5710

LAKESHORE DENTAL
(519) 728 - 0777

RICHARD J KANIA CHARTERED
ACCOUNTANT
(416) 259 - 5420
SHOPPERS DRUG MART 1317
(613) 284 - 8288
SOULLIERE CONCRETE SYSTEMS
(519) 360 - 9657
STONEHOUSE HOLISTICS
(705) 652 - 5005
SYLVAN LEARNING CENTRE
(519) 757 - 0325
THM GROUP
(705) 792 - 2115
WEST WINDSOR POWER
(519) 966 - 9918

INJURED IN AN ACCIDENT?
Now providing additional legal services & discounts to all police association members & family.

THERE’S NOTHING TOUGHER THAN A DIAMOND!

1800567HURT
22
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THANK YOU FOR

SUPPORTING
OUR ADVERTISERS
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Proudly honouring

those who serve.

the courageous
men and women who protect and serve
our community. The Dignity Memorial®
Emergency Services Personnel Funeral
Program provides free funeral and burial
services to police officers, firefighters and
emergency medical technicians who have
We’re proud to serve

fallen in the line of duty, as well as active
and retired officers and their immediate
families. Rely on us to help you create
a personal, meaningful tribute that not
only reflects life’s memories and passions,
but also honours your legacy of service
and commitment.

1-800-DIGNITY DignityMemorial.ca
Dignity Memorial is a division of Service Corporation International (Canada) ULC.

M6112_Jerrett_PNT_7-125x9-625_PoliceAssoc_C.indd 1

2/22/17 4:08 PM
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If the world were
made of glass,
would it change
your state of mind?

State Window Corporation offers complete design, engineering,
manufacturing and installation of custom window wall systems.

Proud sponsor of The Police Association of Ontario

220 Hunter’s Valley Rd, Vaughan, ON L4H 3V9 |

28

SW 36957 Police Association Sponsorship Ad FPG May 2018.indd 1

statewindowcorp.com

2018-05-28 1:56 PM

www.nortrax.com
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RISK is a big part of your job…
but not your MORTGAGE
Our police family, helping yours!

We’ve got a
mortgage
for that!
Purchases
Reﬁnances
Renewals
Coages
Rentals
Reverse

905.623.9738
sharon@sharonvmortgages.com

Sharon VanderDuim, Mortgage Agent # M08001734
FSCO 11764 | Independently Owned & Operated
HEAD OFFICE: 1140 Stellar Drive, Newmarket ON, L3Y 7B7
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En

%
OFF
CHEMICALS & ACCESSORIES!
LONDON
1112 Dearness Dr. Unit 16
226-919-8220

WATERLOO REGIONAL POLICE

KITCHENER
935 Frederick Street, Unit 4
226-240-0114
800-818-1855
www.arcticspaskitchener.ca

PLUS SAVE THOUSANDS ON ANY NEW ARCTIC SPA®!
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A WORLD OF ACADEMIC
OPPORTUNITIES

RA

CANANKED AS
D
PRIV A’S #1

HIGH

HUFF
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STUDY ABROAD IN EUROPE AT
BLYTH ACADEMY FLORENCE;
WORLDWIDE WITH OUR
GLOBAL HIGH SCHOOL;
OR CHOOSE A UNIQUE
COMBINATION OF BOTH!

BLYTHACADEMY.CA/INTERNATIONAL • 1-866-960-3552

THANK YOU FOR

SUPPORTING

OUR ADVERTISERS
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RPM

9

Jim Madigan

Owner
796 Falconbridge Rd
Sudbury Ont, P3A 5K8

1-705-586-1777

office@rpmauto-hirail.com
Safety Inspection Station
Steering & Suspention
Tune-ups, Tires,Brakes

RPM AUTOMOTIVE

THANK YOU FOR

SUPPORTING

OUR ADVERTISERS
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Galt Chrysler is proud to provide parts, service,
and collision repair services to all those who
serve through the Police Association of Ontario
All PAO members receive special pricing on parts, service
and body shop labour, as well as employee pricing
on new vehicle purchases

2440 Eagle St. N., Cambridge, Ontario N3H 4R7
Phone: 519-650-2440 Toll Free: 1-888-839-9907 Fax: 519-650-1544
Cellular: 519-635-0873 stefanj@galtchrysler.com
www.galtchrysler.com
dkt44283.indd 1

Stefan Jackson
Fixed Operations Manager

2017-03-07 5:12 PM
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BRAND NEW 40’ HOME DE SIGNS
UP TO 3,300 SQ.FT. OF PROFESSIONALLY DESIGNED INTERIOR LIVING SPACE
• 3+ BEDROOMS

AVAILABLE JUNE 201 8

• SPA-INSPIRED ENSUITES

• MAIN FLOORS BUILT FOR ENTERTAINING

NOW AVAILABLE!

THE RAHI D

VISIT OUR MODEL HOME
87 Zaduk Place
Mon-Wed: 2-7pm
Sat-Sun: 12-5pm

THE ABLE D

Fusion Homes would like to
thank you for your protection
and service in our communities

FUSIONHOMES.COM/SOLTERRA
226-343-1305
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